
SUPPLIES:
•Cardstock Stack (1 sheet each of): Dark Brown, Purple, Periwinkle, Olive Green,
Light Orange, Medium Orange, Light Yellow
•Jo-Ann Scrap Essentials™: Alphabet stamping set, Eyelets, Primary safety pins,
Round brads, Square brads, Woven words (Seasons), Emotions vellum quotes
•Ribbon remnant
TOOLS:
•Sewing machine •Eyelet tool set
•Stapler •Adhesive
•Sanding pad •X-Acto® knife
•Sepia inkpad and sponge dauber •Alphabet template (optional)
"WET-CRINKLE" TECHNIQUE:
Soak paper in water for a few seconds. Remove and carefully crunch into a ball.
Soak ball for a few seconds longer and crunch even tighter, squeezing out water.
Open carefully, flatten, and air dry (or use a dry iron to speed drying. Use as is,
or sand lightly with a sanding pad to distress or lightly drag inkpad over paper to
apply ink to the high areas and edges.
DIRECTIONS:
1. Background paper is dark brown. Cut light orange paper 1⁄2'' smaller than brown
and wet-crinkle. Iron dry and sand to distress. Cut center out of orange paper,
leaving 2'' border all around. (Save inside for pumpkins.) Stitch orange paper
to brown paper. 
2. Stamp title(s) on yellow paper with sepia ink. Daub ink on edges of yellow strips
and adhere to top of page under stitching line. 
3. Tear purple paper to fit within stitching lines and adhere to page; sand lightly.
4. Wet-crinkle a medium orange paper strip; iron & sand. Trace “PUMPKIN” letters, 
adhere to page.
5. To mat photo strips, wet-crinkle strips of periwinkle and light orange; iron.
Mount photos to crinkled paper and mount all to second mat. Ink edges and adhere
to page. Punch a hole in "make" block of lower title and slip a short piece of ribbon
through. Adhere words to page.
6. Cut and/or tear green paper for tags, definition block, and bottom of page.
Ink edges and adhere long strip. Add vellum definition and adhere to page.
Stamp "Happy Halloween" on tags, adhere a sanded orange square, and
staple to ribbon.
7. Tear 2 pumpkins from reserved orange paper. With X-Acto® knife, cut an X in cen-
ter of each, large enough to accommodate photos. Fold excess to front and secure
with eyelets and square brads. Attach photos and distressed stems. Adhere to page.
8. Make 2 small yellow tags for pumpkin stems; ink edges & attach with safety pin.
Make 2 small periwinkle tags with names; ink & attach to photo strips with brads.
Add season sticker to bottom left corner.
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